. Analysis of Htt Aggregation by Single-Particle FRET Aggregation of Htt53Q was performed as in Figure 1 . In a mixture of Htt labeled with Alexa 488 and Htt labeled with Alexa 633 at a concentration of 25 nM each, virtually no aggregates were detectable upon incubation overnight (sample 1). When incubation was performed at a 20-fold higher concentration followed by 20-fold dilution immediately before measurement (sample 2), pronounced formation of aggregates with high particle brightness in the green and red channels was seen (upper panels). Notably, these aggregates also exhibited a significant red fluorescence when excited only at 488 nm (lower panels), indicating efficient inter-molecular FRET within the aggregates. Fluorescence distribution intensity analysis of the red fluorescence thus allowed characterization of particle concentration and particle brightness (i.e. size) of these aggregates without any interference from non-aggregated monomers. When aggregation was performed at the same total concentration of Htt53Q but in the additional presence of a 20-fold excess of non-labeled monomers (sample 3), the resulting aggregates showed a lower particle brightness due to the reduced number of fluorophores per aggregate. Moreover, no FRET was detectable under these conditions (lower panels). Figure 5C and analyzed by dot blot assay for reactivity with A11 antibody.
